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A rigorous yet accessible graduate textbook covering both fundamental and advanced optimization theory and algorithms.
Describes the principles and equations required for evaluating the performance of an aircraft.
Calculation and optimisation of flight performance is required to design or select new aircraft, efficiently operate existing aircraft,
and upgrade aircraft. It provides critical data for aircraft certification, accident investigation, fleet management, flight regulations
and safety. This book presents an unrivalled range of advanced flight performance models for both transport and military aircraft,
including the unconventional ends of the envelopes. Topics covered include the numerical solution of supersonic acceleration,
transient roll, optimal climb of propeller aircraft, propeller performance, long-range flight with en-route stop, fuel planning, zerogravity flight in the atmosphere, VSTOL operations, ski jump from aircraft carrier, optimal flight paths at subsonic and supersonic
speed, range-payload analysis of fixed- and rotary wing aircraft, performance of tandem helicopters, lower-bound noise estimation,
sonic boom, and more. This book will be a valuable text for undergraduate and post-graduate level students of aerospace
engineering. It will also be an essential reference and resource for practicing aircraft engineers, aircraft operations managers and
organizations handling air traffic control, flight and flying regulations, standards, safety, environment, and the complex financial
aspects of flying aircraft. Unique coverage of fixed and rotary wing aircraft in a unified manner, including optimisation, emissions
control and regulation. Ideal for students, aeronautical engineering capstone projects, and for widespread professional reference in
the aerospace industry. Comprehensive coverage of computer-based solution of aerospace engineering problems; the critical
analysis of performance data; and case studies from real world engineering experience. Supported by end of chapter exercises
These proceedings exchange ideas and knowledge among engineers, designers and managers on how to support real-world
value chains by developing additive manufactured series products. The papers from the conference show a holistic,
multidisciplinary view.
Aircraft Performance: An Engineering Approach introduces flight performance analysis techniques that enable readers to
determine performance and flight capabilities of aircraft. Flight performance analysis for prop-driven and jet aircraft is explored,
supported by examples and illustrations, many in full color. MATLAB programming for performance analysis is included, and
coverage of modern aircraft types is emphasized. The text builds a strong foundation for advanced coursework in aircraft design
and performance analysis.
A comprehensive approach to the air vehicle design processusing the principles of systems engineering Due to the high cost and
the risks associated with development,complex aircraft systems have become a prime candidate for theadoption of systems
engineering methodologies. This book presentsthe entire process of aircraft design based on a systemsengineering approach from
conceptual design phase, through topreliminary design phase and to detail design phase. Presenting in one volume the
methodologies behind aircraftdesign, this book covers the components and the issues affected bydesign procedures. The basic
topics that are essential to theprocess, such as aerodynamics, flight stability andcontrol, aero-structure, and aircraft performance
are reviewedin various chapters where required. Based on thesefundamentals and design requirements, the author explains
thedesign process in a holistic manner to emphasise the integration ofthe individual components into the overall design.
Throughout thebook the various design options are considered and weighed againsteach other, to give readers a practical
understanding of theprocess overall. Readers with knowledge of the fundamental concepts ofaerodynamics, propulsion, aerostructure, and flight dynamics willfind this book ideal to progress towards the next stage in theirunderstanding of the topic.
Furthermore, the broad variety ofdesign techniques covered ensures that readers have the freedom andflexibility to satisfy the
design requirements when approachingreal-world projects. Key features: • Providesfull coverage of the design aspects of an air
vehicle including:aeronautical concepts, design techniques and design flowcharts • Featuresend of chapter problems to reinforce
the learning process as wellas fully solved design examples at component level • Includes fundamental explanations for
aeronautical engineeringstudents and practicing engineers • Features a solutions manual to sample questions on the
book’scompanion website Companion website - ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/sadraey"www.wiley.com/go/sadraey/a
This book provides a comprehensive and integrated exposure to airplane performance, stability, dynamics, and flight control. The
text supports a two-semester course for senior undergraduate or first-year graduate students in aerospace engineering. Basic
aerodynamics, dynamics, and linear control systems are presented to help the reader grasp the main subject matter. In this text,
the airplane is assumed to be a rigid body-elastic deformations and their effects on airplane motion are not considered. Numerous
solved examples illustrate theory and design methods. Several exercise problems with answers are included in each chapter to
help the reader acquire problem-solving skills. In addition, MATLAB tools are used for the control design. Professors! To receive
your solutions manual, e-mail your request and full address to custserv@aiaa.org.

This book provides a comprehensive basics-to-advanced course in an aero-thermal science vital to the design of engines
for either type of craft. The text classifies engines powering aircraft and single/multi-stage rockets, and derives
performance parameters for both from basic aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws. Each type of engine is analyzed
for optimum performance goals, and mission-appropriate engines selection is explained. Fundamentals of Aircraft and
Rocket Propulsion provides information about and analyses of: thermodynamic cycles of shaft engines (piston, turboprop,
turboshaft and propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse detonation engine, ramjet, scramjet, turbojet and turbofan); chemical
and non-chemical rocket engines; conceptual design of modular rocket engines (combustor, nozzle and turbopumps);
and conceptual design of different modules of aero-engines in their design and off-design state. Aimed at graduate and
final-year undergraduate students, this textbook provides a thorough grounding in the history and classification of both
aircraft and rocket engines, important design features of all the engines detailed, and particular consideration of special
aircraft such as unmanned aerial and short/vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. End-of-chapter exercises make this a
valuable student resource, and the provision of a downloadable solutions manual will be of further benefit for course
instructors.
Materials, Third Edition, is the essential materials engineering text and resource for students developing skills and
understanding of materials properties and selection for engineering applications. This new edition retains its design-led
focus and strong emphasis on visual communication while expanding its inclusion of the underlying science of materials
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to fully meet the needs of instructors teaching an introductory course in materials. A design-led approach motivates and
engages students in the study of materials science and engineering through real-life case studies and illustrative
applications. Highly visual full color graphics facilitate understanding of materials concepts and properties. For
instructors, a solutions manual, lecture slides, online image bank, and materials selection charts for use in class
handouts or lecture presentations are available at http://textbooks.elsevier.com. The number of worked examples has
been increased by 50% while the number of standard end-of-chapter exercises in the text has been doubled. Coverage
of materials and the environment has been updated with a new section on Sustainability and Sustainable Technology.
The text meets the curriculum needs of a wide variety of courses in the materials and design field, including introduction
to materials science and engineering, engineering materials, materials selection and processing, and materials in design.
Design-led approach motivates and engages students in the study of materials science and engineering through real-life
case studies and illustrative applications Highly visual full color graphics facilitate understanding of materials concepts
and properties Chapters on materials selection and design are integrated with chapters on materials fundamentals,
enabling students to see how specific fundamentals can be important to the design process For instructors, a solutions
manual, lecture slides, online image bank and materials selection charts for use in class handouts or lecture
presentations are available at http://textbooks.elsevier.com Links with the Cambridge Engineering Selector (CES
EduPack), the powerful materials selection software. See www.grantadesign.com for information NEW TO THIS
EDITION: Text and figures have been revised and updated throughout The number of worked examples has been
increased by 50% The number of standard end-of-chapter exercises in the text has been doubled Coverage of materials
and the environment has been updated with a new section on Sustainability and Sustainable Technology
Future medium- and short-range weapons are expected to change aircombat characteristics significantly. Medium-range
(MR) weapon technology and performance will force a supersonic maneuvering type aircombat with sustained energy as
well as highly dynamic character in terms of climb/descent rates and spatial position changes. All-aspect capabilities of
new short-range (SR) weapons will establish their employment from head-on, at least frontal hemisphere positions. The
SR-aircombat is characterized by instantaneous maneuvering and is drifting to lower speeds and lower loadfactor levels.
The MR head-down aircombat is expected to influence pilot performance to a large degree and pose problems
concerning; spatial disorientation; manual versus automatic maneuvering, degree of automation; aircraft performance
monitoring and mental processing of tactical situation information. Solution requirements are postulated to divide human
and system tasks. System automation and integration is discussed to reduce pilot workload and create a time margin for
qualified decision-making. A tactical Information & Command System is discussed and a tactical displays layout
proposed.
"The study of aerodynamics is a challenging and rewarding discipline within aeronautics since the ability of an airplane to
perform (how high, how fast, and how far an airplane will fly, such as the F-15E shown in Fig. 1.1 ) is determined largely
by the aerodynamics of the vehicle. However, determining the aerodynamics of a vehicle (finding the lift and drag) is one
of the most difficult things you will ever do in engineering, requiring complex theories, experiments in wind tunnels, and
simulations using modern highspeed computers. Doing any of these things is a challenge, but a challenge well worth the
effort for those wanting to better understand aircraft flight"-New edition of the successful textbook updated to include new material on UAVs, design guidelines in aircraft engine
component systems and additional end of chapter problems Aircraft Propulsion, Second Edition follows the successful
first edition textbook with comprehensive treatment of the subjects in airbreathing propulsion, from the basic principles to
more advanced treatments in engine components and system integration. This new edition has been extensively updated
to include a number of new and important topics. A chapter is now included on General Aviation and Uninhabited Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) Propulsion Systems that includes a discussion on electric and hybrid propulsion. Propeller theory is added
to the presentation of turboprop engines. A new section in cycle analysis treats Ultra-High Bypass (UHB) and Geared
Turbofan engines. New material on drop-in biofuels and design for sustainability is added to refl ect the FAA’s 2025
Vision. In addition, the design guidelines in aircraft engine components are expanded to make the book user friendly for
engine designers. Extensive review material and derivations are included to help the reader navigate through the subject
with ease. Key features: General Aviation and UAV Propulsion Systems are presented in a new chapter Discusses UltraHigh Bypass and Geared Turbofan engines Presents alternative drop-in jet fuels Expands on engine components' design
guidelines The end-of-chapter problem sets have been increased by nearly 50% and solutions are available on a
companion website Presents a new section on engine performance testing and instrumentation Includes a new
10-Minute Quiz appendix (with 45 quizzes) that can be used as a continuous assessment and improvement tool in
teaching/learning propulsion principles and concepts Includes a new appendix on Rules of Thumb and Trends in aircraft
propulsion Aircraft Propulsion, Second Edition is a must-have textbook for graduate and undergraduate students, and is
also an excellent source of information for researchers and practitioners in the aerospace and power industry.
Textbook introducing the fundamentals of aircraft performance using industry standards and examples: bridging the gap
between academia and industry Provides an extensive and detailed treatment of all segments of mission profile and
overall aircraft performance Considers operating costs, safety, environmental and related systems issues Includes
worked examples relating to current aircraft (Learjet 45, Tucano Turboprop Trainer, Advanced Jet Trainer and Airbus
A320 types of aircraft) Suitable as a textbook for aircraft performance courses
Annotation This text discusses the conceptual stages of mission design, systems engineering, and orbital mechanics,
providing a basis for understanding the design process for different components and functions of a spacecraft. Coverage
includes propulsion and power systems, structures, attitude control, thermal control, command and data systems, and
telecommunications. Worked examples and exercises are included, in addition to appendices on acronyms and
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abbreviations and spacecraft design data. The book can be used for self-study or for a course in spacecraft design.
Brown directed the team that produced the Magellan spacecraft, and has taught spacecraft design at the University of
Colorado. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
Aerospace Propulsion Systems is a unique book focusing on each type of propulsion system commonly used in aerospace vehicles today:
rockets, piston aero engines, gas turbine engines, ramjets, and scramjets. Dr. Thomas A. Ward introduces each system in detail, imparting
an understanding of basic engineering principles, describing key functionality mechanisms used in past and modern designs, and provides
guidelines for student design projects. With a balance of theory, fundamental performance analysis, and design, the book is specifically
targeted to students or professionals who are new to the field and is arranged in an intuitive, systematic format to enhance learning. Covers
all engine types, including piston aero engines Design principles presented in historical order for progressive understanding Focuses on
major elements to avoid overwhelming or confusing readers Presents example systems from the US, the UK, Germany, Russia, Europe,
China, Japan, and India Richly illustrated with detailed photographs Cartoon panels present the subject in an interesting, easy-to-understand
way Contains carefully constructed problems (with a solution manual available to the educator) Lecture slides and additional problem sets for
instructor use Advanced undergraduate students, graduate students and engineering professionals new to the area of propulsion will find
Aerospace Propulsion Systems a highly accessible guide to grasping the key essentials. Field experts will also find that the book is a very
useful resource for explaining propulsion issues or technology to engineers, technicians, businessmen, or policy makers. Post-graduates
involved in multi-disciplinary research or anybody interested in learning more about spacecraft, aircraft, or engineering would find this book to
be a helpful reference. Lecture materials for instructors available at www.wiley.com/go/wardaero
Dynamics of Flight, 2nd Edition Bernard Etkin Dynamics of Flight, 2nd Edition gives you thorough coverage of all the material needed to
understand the equilibrium and dynamics states of airplanes in flight. This completely revised and updated edition reviews the physical and
mathematical foundations of the subject before systematically explaining the flying qualities of aircraft as well as the forces and loads
imposed on them by various flying conditions and maneuvers. Includes new sections on open loop and closed-loop control, numerous worked
examples, and useful data on stability and control derivatives. 370 pp. 0-471-08936-2 1982 Aerodynamics, Aeronautics, and Flight
Mechanics Barnes W. McCormick Covering a wide range of subjects from the fluid mechanics and aerodynamics of incompressible and
compressible flows to static and dynamic longitudinal and lateral-directional stability and control, this excellent book also contains much data
relating to currently operating planes and engines. Numerical methods are emphasized throughout, and many working graphics are included.
An ideal text for undergraduate and graduate programs in aerospace engineering and a valuable reference for practicing aerospace
engineers. 652 pp. 0-471-03032-5 1979 Structural Dynamics An Introduction to Computer Methods Roy Craig, Jr. This unique volume
surpasses the standard material generally covered in structural dynamics courses by emphasizing mathematical modelling of structure and
methods for solving structural dynamics problems using the digital computer. An extremely readable and teachable work, it includes many
excellent practice problems and worked examples drawn from aerospace engineering. Includes an extensive introduction to numerical
techniques for computing natural frequencies and mode shapes. 527 pp. 0-471-04499-7 1981
“Collaborative Product and Service Life Cycle Management for a Sustainable World” gathers together papers from the 15th ISPE
International Conference on Concurrent Engineering (CE2008), to stimulate the new thinking that is so crucial to our sustained productivity
enhancement and quality of life. It is already evident in this new century that the desire for sustainable development is increasingly driving the
market to reach for new and innovative solutions that more effectively utilize the resources we have inherited from previous generations; with
the obvious responsibility to future generations. Human productivity and progress can be positively engineered and managed in harmony with
the provision and needs of our natural environment. One century on from the industrial revolution, this is now the time of the sustainable
revolution; requiring holistic technological, process and people integrated solutions to sustained socio-economic enhancement.
In keeping with the successful previous edition, Anderson carries over the second edition content into the third edition while adding selected
topics and examples. New coverage on the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and new illustrations to help the students to understand the
basic conepts. More than a dozen "design boxes" are included to help students focus on the practical applications.
The major objective of this book was to identify issues related to the introduction of new materials and the effects that advanced materials will
have on the durability and technical risk of future civil aircraft throughout their service life. The committee investigated the new materials and
structural concepts that are likely to be incorporated into next generation commercial aircraft and the factors influencing application decisions.
Based on these predictions, the committee attempted to identify the design, characterization, monitoring, and maintenance issues that are
critical for the introduction of advanced materials and structural concepts into future aircraft.
A one-stop Desk Reference, for engineers involved in all aspects of aerospace; this is a book that will not gather dust on the shelf. It brings
together the essential professional reference content from leading international contributors in the field. Material covers a broad topic range
from Structural Components of Aircraft, Design and Airworthiness to Aerodynamics and Modelling * A fully searchable Mega Reference
Ebook, providing all the essential material needed by Aerospace Engineers on a day-to-day basis. * Fundamentals, key techniques,
engineering best practice and rules-of-thumb together in one quick-reference. * Over 2,500 pages of reference material, including over 1,500
pages not included in the print edition
Based on a 15-year successful approach to teaching aircraft flight mechanics at the US Air Force Academy, this text explains the concepts
and derivations of equations for aircraft flight mechanics. It covers aircraft performance, static stability, aircraft dynamics stability and
feedback control.
Flight Performance of Aircraft is an academic book that directly corresponds to real-life situations. This text presents performance analysis of
almost all the phases of flight, including takeoff, climb, cruise, turn, descent, and landing. A list of problems is provided at the end of each
chapter to encourage problem solving and theory comprehension.
Performance of the Jet Transport Airplane: Analysis Methods, Flight Operations, and Regulations presents a detailed and comprehensive
treatment of performance analysis techniques for jet transport airplanes. Uniquely, the book describes key operational and regulatory
procedures and constraints that directly impact the performance of commercial airliners. Topics include: rigid body dynamics; aerodynamic
fundamentals; atmospheric models (including standard and non-standard atmospheres); height scales and altimetry; distance and speed
measurement; lift and drag and associated mathematical models; jet engine performance (including thrust and specific fuel consumption
models); takeoff and landing performance (with airfield and operational constraints); takeoff climb and obstacle clearance; level, climbing and
descending flight (including accelerated climb/descent); cruise and range (including solutions by numerical integration); payload–range;
endurance and holding; maneuvering flight (including turning and pitching maneuvers); total energy concepts; trip fuel planning and
estimation (including regulatory fuel reserves); en route operations and limitations (e.g. climb-speed schedules, cruise ceiling, ETOPS); cost
considerations (e.g. cost index, energy cost, fuel tankering); weight, balance and trim; flight envelopes and limitations (including stall and
buffet onset speeds, V–n diagrams); environmental considerations (viz. noise and emissions); aircraft systems and airplane performance (e.g.
cabin pressurization, de-/anti icing, and fuel); and performance-related regulatory requirements of the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
and EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency). Key features: Describes methods for the analysis of the performance of jet transport airplanes
during all phases of flight Presents both analytical (closed form) methods and numerical approaches Describes key FAA and EASA
regulations that impact airplane performance Presents equations and examples in both SI (Système International) and USC (United States
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Customary) units Considers the influence of operational procedures and their impact on airplane performance Performance of the Jet
Transport Airplane: Analysis Methods, Flight Operations, and Regulations provides a comprehensive treatment of the performance of modern
jet transport airplanes in an operational context. It is a must-have reference for aerospace engineering students, applied researchers
conducting performance-related studies, and flight operations engineers.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most trusted source of aeronautic information.
Solutions Manual to Accompany Introduction to Aircraft Performance, Selection, and DesignWileyAircraft Performance & DesignMcGraw-Hill
Science Engineering
Get a complete understanding of aircraft control and simulation Aircraft Control and Simulation: Dynamics, Controls Design, and Autonomous
Systems, Third Edition is a comprehensive guide to aircraft control and simulation. This updated text covers flight control systems, flight
dynamics, aircraft modeling, and flight simulation from both classical design and modern perspectives, as well as two new chapters on the
modeling, simulation, and adaptive control of unmanned aerial vehicles. With detailed examples, including relevant MATLAB calculations and
FORTRAN codes, this approachable yet detailed reference also provides access to supplementary materials, including chapter problems and
an instructor's solution manual. Aircraft control, as a subject area, combines an understanding of aerodynamics with knowledge of the
physical systems of an aircraft. The ability to analyze the performance of an aircraft both in the real world and in computer-simulated flight is
essential to maintaining proper control and function of the aircraft. Keeping up with the skills necessary to perform this analysis is critical for
you to thrive in the aircraft control field. Explore a steadily progressing list of topics, including equations of motion and aerodynamics,
classical controls, and more advanced control methods Consider detailed control design examples using computer numerical tools and
simulation examples Understand control design methods as they are applied to aircraft nonlinear math models Access updated content about
unmanned aircraft (UAVs) Aircraft Control and Simulation: Dynamics, Controls Design, and Autonomous Systems, Third Edition is an
essential reference for engineers and designers involved in the development of aircraft and aerospace systems and computer-based flight
simulations, as well as upper-level undergraduate and graduate students studying mechanical and aerospace engineering.
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently
been entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
Calculation and optimisation of flight performance is required to design or select new aircraft, efficiently operate existing aircraft, and upgrade
aircraft. It provides critical data for aircraft certification, accident investigation, fleet management, flight regulations and safety. This book
presents an unrivalled range of advanced flight performance models for both transport and military aircraft, including the unconventional ends
of the envelopes. Topics covered include the numerical solution of supersonic acceleration, transient roll, optimal climb of propeller aircraft,
propeller performance, long-range flight with en-route stop, fuel planning, zero-gravity flight in the atmosphere, VSTOL operations, ski jump
from aircraft carrier, optimal flight paths at subsonic and supersonic speed, range-payload analysis of fixed- and rotary wing aircraft,
performance of tandem helicopters, lower-bound noise estimation, sonic boom, and more. This book will be a valuable text for undergraduate
and post-graduate level students of aerospace engineering. It will also be an essential reference and resource for practicing aircraft
engineers, aircraft operations managers and organizations handling air traffic control, flight and flying regulations, standards, safety,
environment, and the complex financial aspects of flying aircraft. · Unique coverage of fixed and rotary wing aircraft in a unified manner,
including optimisation, emissions control and regulation. · Ideal for students, aeronautical engineering capstone projects, and for widespread
professional reference in the aerospace industry. · Comprehensive coverage of computer-based solution of aerospace engineering problems;
the critical analysis of performance data; and case studies from real world engineering experience. · Supported by end of chapter exercises,
an extensive Instructor's Manual and downloadable flight performance modelling code.

Find the right answer the first time with this useful handbook of preliminary aircraft design. Written by an engineer with
close to 20 years of design experience, General Aviation Aircraft Design: Applied Methods and Procedures provides the
practicing engineer with a versatile handbook that serves as the first source for finding answers to realistic aircraft design
questions. The book is structured in an "equation/derivation/solved example" format for easy access to content. Readers
will find it a valuable guide to topics such as sizing of horizontal and vertical tails to minimize drag, sizing of lifting
surfaces to ensure proper dynamic stability, numerical performance methods, and common faults and fixes in aircraft
design. In most cases, numerical examples involve actual aircraft specs. Concepts are visually depicted by a number of
useful black-and-white figures, photos, and graphs (with full-color images included in the eBook only). Broad and deep in
coverage, it is intended for practicing engineers, aerospace engineering students, mathematically astute amateur aircraft
designers, and anyone interested in aircraft design. Organized by articles and structured in an
"equation/derivation/solved example" format for easy access to the content you need Numerical examples involve actual
aircraft specs Contains high-interest topics not found in other texts, including sizing of horizontal and vertical tails to
minimize drag, sizing of lifting surfaces to ensure proper dynamic stability, numerical performance methods, and common
faults and fixes in aircraft design Provides a unique safety-oriented design checklist based on industry experience
Discusses advantages and disadvantages of using computational tools during the design process Features detailed
summaries of design options detailing the pros and cons of each aerodynamic solution Includes three case studies
showing applications to business jets, general aviation aircraft, and UAVs Numerous high-quality graphics clearly
illustrate the book's concepts (note: images are full-color in eBook only)
Written by one of the most succesful aerospace authors, this new book develops aircraft performance techniques from
first principles and applies then to real airplanes. It also address a philosophy of, and techniques for aircraft design. By
developing and discussing these two subjects in a single text, the author captures a degree of synergism not found in
other texts. The book is written in a conversational style, a trademark of all of John Anderson's texts, to enhance the
readers' understanding.
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and techniques in processing gathered data or
information, which will be used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in
discovering knowledge from the collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery from data (KDD). It
focuses on the feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large data sets. After describing data
mining, this edition explains the methods of knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It then presents
information about data warehouses, online analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods
involved in mining frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for large data sets are described. The book details
the methods for data classification and introduces the concepts and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters
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discuss the outlier detection and the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data mining. This book is intended for
Computer Science students, application developers, business professionals, and researchers who seek information on
data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and suitable for use in realworld, large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining object-relational databases, spatial
databases, multimedia databases, time-series databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in
several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques you need to get the most out of
your data
Mechanics of Aircraft Structures, Second Edition is the revised update of the original bestselling textbook about
aerospace engineering. This book covers the materials and analysis tools used for aircraft structural design and
mechanics in the same easy to understand manner. The new edition focuses on three levels of coverage driven by
recent advances in industry: the increase in the use of commercial finite element codes require an improved capability in
students to formulate the problem and develop a judgement of the accuracy of the numerical results; the focus on
fracture mechanics as a tool in studying damage tolerance and durability has made it necessary to introduce students at
the undergraduate level to this subject; a new class of materials including advanced composites, are very different from
the traditional metallic materials, requiring students and practitioners to understand the advantages the new materials
make possible. This new edition will provide more homework problems for each chapter, more examples, and more
details in some of the derivations.
A shifter detective’s case heats up when he meets the one woman who could expose his secret—or seduce his wild
side—in this steamy paranormal romance. Dr. Emily Drake's psychotherapy patients tend to be a little unusual. Instead of
midlife crises and mother fixations, Emily treats vampires with blood phobias and sex-demons looking for meaningful
relationships. But healing these powerful beings requires an important rule: Never trust a shifter. Especially not one like
Detective Colin Gyth. Helping him catch a killer won’t be easy—especially when his gold-flecked eyes and predatory air
make Emily long to lose control. Colin can't believe the doctor he has to work with on the Night Butcher murder case is
the one person who could expose his true identity as a wolf shifter. Smart and sexy, Emily brings out the alpha male in
Colin, unleashing a wild desire that takes them both over the edge . . . . But in the shadows, the Night Butcher waits,
eager to spill Emily's blood and taste her terror. And he'll use any means to destroy her, including the one person she has
grown to trust . . . "Highly sensual and definitely dangerous." —Shannon McKenna "A cross between CSI and Medium,
only hotter and with a hero that truly has bite!" —Jacquelyn Frank
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